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Origin of the tunnels

- Sections of the tunnels in existence today were originally built in order to transport the steam used to heat Old Main and other buildings on campus.”
Eventually the tunnels became a way for students to walk back and forth to their classes to avoid the bad weather. That was not their only function, however, if one were to ask anyone attending Millersville in 1935 they would tell you the highlight of their year was the legendary Halloween party the faculty threw for the students.
The “Tour of the Devil’s Kingdom” began in Old Main and ran the entire length of the tunnel to a party at the end for the students. The whole of the passage was decorated as a haunted house with the faculty dressed to play the roles of the terrifying scenes they were acting out for the students; one of the most notable being Miss Spencer (faculty member in English, 1923-1959) lying in a coffin at the end of the trail. The invitation printed in the Snapper read:
Other Halloween parties were held in the tunnels over the next decade or so, but most of the students agreed that the subsequent ones never quite measured up to the one in 1935.
Today the tunnels are rarely used, unknown passages left over from another time. Because most of them ran to and from Old Main there is only one left that can take a traveler from one building to another, it runs from Dilworth to where Old Main used to be but also connects to Biemesderfer, the old library. The tunnels themselves are simply underground hallways. The ones that the students used to go from class to class are just concrete walls with series of pipes and tubes running their entire length.
There are no skeletons, ghosts, or spirits of lost students wandering the tunnels, rather one finds layers of cobwebs with fossilized spiders suspended in them.
They are not small cramped passages, rather they are about 7 feet high and 5 feet wide; more than enough room for two people to walk comfortably side by side.
Some of the tunnels have dripping ceilings, cracking walls, and floors that could best be described as “spongy.”
With the destruction of Old Main, the tunnels of Millersville began to fade from the knowledge of the students and faculty. When Old Main was torn down and Ganser Library built, there was simply no where for the tunnels to go anymore. The place where they had entered Old Main was cut off with brick walls and the tunnels became a series of long corridors that conclude with dead ends. The tunnels now allow for the traverse of students in a different way; they carry phone lines and wiring for telecommunications. They are the unseen, unknown couriers of information, still connecting students with the campus and with each other.
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